Coach Bud Metheny’s recollections about the 1960-61 basketball season

Interviewer: I’d like you to recall that incredible final game that Leo Anthony played against Lynchburg College in which he scored 60 points and the Braves team as a whole scored 81 points in the second half en route to a 128-61 victory.

Well, this was Leo’s highest scoring spree, and I’ve kicked myself many times since that game because I didn’t know what the state record was. It was 66 points at the time, held by a boy from Washington and Lee who played way back in the ‘30’s. And I took Leo out with three minutes to go. If I had known the record, Leo would hold a record today, because Pritchett at our school broke it with 67, and then a boy from Lynchburg broke his record. But Leo, if I had left him in, I think would hold a record today. But it was just one of those nights when everything he threw up went in. (pg. 21)
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